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Though the digital camera is one of the hottest selling gadgets on the market today, the technology can be intimidating and frustrating to first-time users. To new users, going from click to pictures with a digital camera can be overwhelming thanks to memory sticks, docking stations, computers, image editing software, printers, special papers, processing stations at the store, plus all the confusing terminology.

Joseph Ciaglia, a teacher and award-winning landscape photographer of New Mexico and the Southwest, gives readers a quick start guide to using a digital camera so they can read a few step-by-step pages and then go from picture to print in moments. Absolute Beginner's Guide to Digital Photography, using everyday and easy-to-understand language, explains exposure, focus, lighting, file formats, file storage and organization, how to use Adobe Photoshop Elements and iPhoto to edit and improve images, printers, specialty photo papers, and how to get your photos to the Web and email.

After reading this book, even the most digitally challenged shutterbug will be able to produce high-quality digital photographs without hesitation.
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C++ CookbookO'Reilly, 2005

	Despite its highly adaptable and flexible nature, C++ is also one of the more complex programming languages to learn. Once mastered, however, it can help you organize and process information with amazing efficiency and quickness.


	The C++ Cookbook will make your path...
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The Art of Barter: How to Trade for Almost AnythingSkyhorse Publishing, 2010

	Just because you don’t have cash doesn’t mean you don’t want and need things. According to authors and business gurus Karen Hoffman and Shera Dalin, it’s time to get a little creative. Most people have a skill they can useÂ—it’s just a matter of figuring out what that is and how to use it to get something...
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Oracle SOA Infrastructure Implementation Certification Handbook (1Z0-451)Packt Publishing, 2012


	Certification is the first big step towards getting yourself recognized in the extremely large developer community. It demonstrates that you have a working knowledge, and gives you an edge in the market space and employment space. It helps you to get a better salary through promotions or increments in a few cases.
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Little One: A Story of Family, Love and Sacrifice - and an Extraordinary SecretAllen & Unwin, 2019

	You were once a newborn. It’s probably hard to imagine

	that now, sitting comfortably in your seat, wearing your

	clothes and reading this sentence. But there was a time when

	you were naked and new, bloody and blind, crying and cold.

	You were conscious in that moment, but will never remember

	it. You emerged from your...
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Manufacturing Parameters and Entrepreneurship: Space ConsiderationCRC Press, 2020

	
		Manufacturing Parameters and Entrepreneurship provides a guide that helps business leaders understand and apply the production parameters and estimation techniques needed for commercial success. This book covers important concepts in depth, including manufacturing space, manufacturing quality, production backorders, space...
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Ceramic Matrix Composites: Fiber Reinforced Ceramics and their ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008


	Ceramic Matrix Composites (CMCs) represent a relatively new class of quasiductile

	ceramic materials. They are characterized by carbon or ceramic fi bers embedded

	in ceramic matrices (oxide or non - oxide) with comparatively low bonding

	forces between the fi bers and the matrix. These weak intefaces, in combination

	with a porous...
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